Course Report: Euneos Digital Turn (Making your School Digital)
Utrecht, Netherlands 26th May – 1st June 2019
1. Level of satisfaction with respect to the following aspects of the Digital Turn course

[I would recommend this course to other STEM teachers in my school]
[The course motivated me to apply in my work the things I've learned]
[Balance between information, sharing experiences and producing materials was
good]
[Trainers provided sufficient support to individual participants when it was needed]
[There was enough time dedicated to hands-on practical tasks]
[Trainers were highly qualified]
[The course programme was well designed]
[The course programme was relevant to me]
[Euneos staff provided sufficient and immediate response to your quesitions sent via
e-mail]
[Euneos provided sufficient information about the course on the Web site]
[Euneos staff supported applicants in filling in the application forms]
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2. Which Events, topics, and trainers did you like most?

[Other (specify below)]
[SAT: Final session (James)]
[FRI: Final presentations of the self-evaluation reports and videos
[FRI: Workshop: finalising the group projects]
[FRI: Designing digital strategy for school (James)]
[THU: Methods and tools for evaluating digital maturity of school (James)]
[THU: Digital innovation policies on the school level, DigitalMIrror (James)]
[WED: Amsterdam tour, canal tour]
[WED: School visit (Jan)]
[TUE: Project-based learning: LePlanner learning scenario (Mart)]
[TUE: Designing innovative learning scenarios with LePlanner (Mart)]
[TUE: New pedagogies for 21st Century schools (Mart)]
[MON: Setting up a collaborative learning environment: Google Classroom etc (James)]
[MON: Digital innovation in schools: introduction (Mart)]
[MON: Presentations of participating schools]
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Further responses about others (as in section 2): Though, participants expressed their positive views with
words and phrases such as “Everything was great, perfect overall organization, final workshop produced great
presentations and host did a good job” few were of the view that the instructional sessions were a bit tedious.
3. Which events and topics should be changed or excluded from the course in the future?
Suggestions from participants for future improvement of the course included the following:
•
•

More schools to be visited
Schools to be visited should be ones with active digital culture.

4. Evaluation on some aspects of the course pertaining to:

[Online tools used in course activities]
[Communication]
Excellent

[Social activities]

Good

[Workload]

Fair
Poor

[Food]

Not Applicable
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[Course venue]
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5. Anything else you would like to add as a comment, feedback or suggestion?
Further inputs from participants were as follows;
• “Great training course, great experience. Very useful tools and new knowledge.
• Excellent trainers.
• I needed some hot food, there were cold food only.
• I think this course would be more suitable to principals.
• It was all ok. I received good training in the use of digital technologies in teaching.
• Thank you for a great seminar”.

